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Scope
This Procedure is used during calibration and certification of analog indicators, gauge
type, and recording, which, utilizing elastic elements, mechanically sense pressure and
indicate it by means of a pointer moving over a graduated scale. This procedure complies
with ANSI B40.1 and ISO 10012-1.
Qualified Personnel
Calibration technicians are trained on site at our facility and undergo supervision during
this procedure.
Pre-calibration
1.

Accuracy is determined from specifications from the manufacturer. “Accuracy”
is defined in the ANSI B40.1 standard.

2.

A visual inspection of the indicator is performed looking for connection damage,
internal damage, or outer damage to the case, which could interfere with the
internal movement.

3.

The indicator is mounted on test stand connected to a reference standard traceable
to NIST with an accuracy of at least 4 times that of the indicator being tested.

Test and Certification Procedure
1.

Increasing pressure is applied at seven points between 0 and the maximum
pressure of the indicator. Each value is recorded along with the difference
between the applied pressure and the indicated pressure. These values are
recorded and documented as the “Before Calibration” values on the Certificate of
Calibration.

2.

If all seven points recorded as the “Before Calibration” values are found to be
within mfg tolerance then these values are considered final values and will be
recorded and documented on the Calibration Certificate as the “After Calibration”
values.
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3.

If however any “Before Calibration” recorded values are not within mfg tolerance
the gauge will undergo the Calibration Procedure until the final recorded values
are all within mfg tolerance. These values are then documented as the “After
Calibration” values on the Certificate of Calibration.

4.

Repeatability and Hysteresis is checked which is determined from the data
obtained in the above pressure cycle. The values must be within mfg tolerance or
recalibration will be necessary. “Repeatability” and “ Hysteresis” is defined in
the ANSI B40.1 standard.

Calibration Procedure
1.

If the gauge does not pass the test and certification process then this recalibration
procedure is necessary so that each recorded value is within mfg tolerance.

2.

The zero point is recorded and adjusted if necessary. Full scale pressure is
applied and recorded. If this reading is not within mfg tolerance then a span
adjustment will be made until the recorded value at full scale is within mfg
tolerance. Once the span adjustment is successfully completed if necessary the
50% or half scale point is recorded next. If the reading is not within mfg
tolerance then a linearity adjustment will be made. Once this adjustment is made
the Full scale pressure will need to be checked and adjusted if necessary. This
process will repeat until the three values 0%, 50%, and 100% are within mfg
tolerance.

Reference Test Equipment
All test equipment used as an applied reference is certified in annual intervals. All
equipment is traceable to the National Institute of Standards and Technology with the
NIST number being referenced on the Calibration Certificate supplied with the unit.
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